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Vocab workshop level c unit 8 answers

Unit 8 Responses Finalising sentence 1 different 2 take advantage 3 unflagging 4 declared 5 3/ 6 brank 7 infiltrated 8 cleaner 9 stinted 10 enmity 11 mysterious 12 ranked 13 attired 14 plummeted 15 abutted 16 proxies 17 cronies 18 perceptible 19 stoic 20 cancelled Synonyms/Antonyms 1
infiltrate 2 incensed 3 proxies 4 rankles 5 clothes 6 Crony 7 Enmity 8 stint 9 declared 10 take advantage 11 perceptible 12 brank 13 cleaners 14 different 15 abut 16 unflagging 17 mysterious 18 stoic 19 slump 20 cancel Choose the right word 1 inch 2 unflagging 3 cronies 4 cancel 5
mysterious 6 stint 7 perceivable 8 different 9 declared 10 brank 11 infiltrated 12 take advantage 13 stoic 14 ranked 15 plummeted 16 Enmity 17 cleaners 18 proxies 19 attired 20 abutted Vocabulary in context 1 rummagers 2 tireless 3 self-managed 4 period 5 from observable borders
Sadlier-Oxford Level C Unit 8 Front Back If you want to connect at one end, be next door; to support Clothing, clothing; on the dress or decorate To be used; be used; be used; use, benefit or value A very close friend, a friend, a friend, a friend. Mysterious, mystifying or mysterious Go in
different directions; miscellaneous; Deviant Very serious, emotional, passionate; Hot Thin and bony, hungry looking; Barren To go through or gain entry secretly If you want to create any value or consequence, It is possible to grasp the senses or Mind Dive straight down; fixed weight to the
line Declare publicly or officially Compensation; written authorisation allowing someone act for someone else
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